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A Commentary on Heidegger's Being and Time 1970 being in the world is a guide to one of the most influential

philosophical works of this century division i of part one of being and time where martin heidegger works out an

original and powerful account of being in the world which he then uses to ground a profound critique of traditional

ontology and epistemology hubert dreyfus s commentary opens the way for a new appreciation of this difficult

philosopher revealing a rigorous and illuminating vocabulary that is indispensable for talking about the

phenomenon of world the publication of being and time in 1927 turned the academic world on its head since then

it has become a touchstone for philosophers as diverse as marcuse sartre foucault and derrida who seek an

alternative to the rationalist cartesian tradition of western philosophy but heidegger s text is notoriously dense

and his language seems to consist of unnecessarily barbaric neologisms to the neophyte and even to those

schooled in heidegger thought the result is often incomprehensible dreyfus s approach to this daunting book is

straightforward and pragmatic he explains the text by frequent examples drawn from everyday life and he

skillfully relates heidegger s ideas to the questions about being and mind that have preoccupied a generation of

cognitive scientists and philosophers of mind

Being-in-the-World 1990-12-14 in recent years there has been a great deal of talk about a possible death of art

as the title of heidegger s the origin of the work of art suggests the essay challenges such talk just as it in turn is

challenged by such talk talk that is supported by the current state of the art world it was hegel who most

profoundly argued that the shape of our modern world no longer permits us to grant art the significance it once

possessed hegel s proclamation of the end of art in its highest sense shadows this commentary as it shadows

heidegger s essay heidegger s problematic turn from the philosopher hegel to the poet hölderlin is born of the

conviction that we must not allow hegel to here have the last word at stake is the future of art but more

importantly if we are to accept heidegger s argument at stake is the future of humanity but all who are eager to

find in heidegger s essay pointers concerning where not just art but we should be heading should be made wary

by heidegger s politicizing of art and aestheticizing of politics both remain temptations that demand a critical

response this commentary demonstrates the continued relevance of heidegger s reflections

Being in the World: a Commentary on Heidegger's Being and Time, Division 1 2009-05-10 the combination of

author and subject matter found here makes an unusually interesting text on the continental european philosophy

of the twentieth century as heidegger s former student colleague and lifelong friend gadamer offers a particularly

insightful commentary on heidegger s thinking not only do the essays focus on heidegger s thought but they also

often begin with a description of the philosophical scene in which he first appeared giving the reader a genuine

feel for the kind of impact he made but the essays do not leave off in the past rather they lead into the present

giving heidegger a voice which continues to have a revolutionary impact the text does not only provide a

commentary on heidegger it also provides a fascinating look at gadamer himself the narratives provide us with

an intimate look at both the author and his hermeneutics at work and his commentary on heidegger s thought is

a commentary on his own thought as well

Art Matters 1994-01-25 ハイデガーの 存在と時間 の画期的解釈書
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Heidegger's Ways 2000-09 this ebook is a selective guide designed to help scholars and students of social work

find reliable sources of information by directing them to the best available scholarly materials in whatever form or

format they appear from books chapters and journal articles to online archives electronic data sets and blogs

written by a leading international authority on the subject the ebook provides bibliographic information supported

by direct recommendations about which sources to consult and editorial commentary to make it clear how the

cited sources are interrelated related this ebook is a static version of an article from oxford bibliographies online

philosophy a dynamic continuously updated online resource designed to provide authoritative guidance through

scholarship and other materials relevant to the study philosophy oxford bibliographies online covers most subject

disciplines within the social science and humanities for more information visit oxfordbibligraphies com

世界内存在 2010-06 in the decades since martin heidegger s death many of his early writings notes and talks

essays and reviews have made it into print but in such scattershot fashion and erratic translation as to mitigate

their usefulness for understanding the development direction and ultimate shape of his work this timely collection

edited by two preeminent heidegger scholars brings together in english translation the most philosophical of

heidegger s earliest occasional writings from 1910 to the end of 1927 these important philosophical documents

fill out the context in which the early heidegger wrote his major works and provide the background against which

they appeared accompanied by incisive commentary these pieces from heidegger s student days his early

freiburg period and the time of his marburg lecture courses will contribute substantially to rethinking the making

and meaning of being and time the contents are of a depth and quality that make this volume the collection for

those interested in heidegger s work prior to his masterwork the book will also serve those concerned with

heidegger s relation to such figures as aristotle dilthey husserl jaspers and löwith as well as scholars whose

interests are more topically centered on questions of history logic religion and truth important in their own right

these pieces will also prove particularly useful to students of heidegger s thought and of twentieth century

philosophy in general

Martin Heidegger: Early Works: Oxford Bibliographies Online Research Guide 2007-06-07 an indispensable guide

to the major work of one of the twentieth century s most influential thinkers

Becoming Heidegger 2001-01-01 nature history state 1933 1934 presents the first complete english language

translation of heidegger s seminar on the essence and concepts of nature history and state together with full

introductory material and interpretive essays by five leading thinkers and scholars robert bernasconi peter eli

gordon marion heinz theodore kisiel and slavoj Žižek the seminar which was held while heidegger was serving

as national socialist rector of the university of freiburg represents important evidence of the development of

heidegger s political thought the text consists of ten protocols on the seminar sessions composed by students

and reviewed by heidegger the first session s protocol is a rather personal commentary on the atmosphere in the

classroom but the remainder have every appearance of being faithful transcripts of heidegger s words in which

he raises a variety of fundamental questions about nature history and the state the seminar culminates in an

attempt to sketch a political philosophy that supports the führer state the text is important evidence for anyone
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considering the tortured question of heidegger s nazism and its connection to his philosophy in general

A Guide to Heidegger's Being and Time 2013-10-10 martin heidegger s reading of aristotle was one of the

pivotal influences in the development of his philosophy first published in german in 1981 as volume 33 of

heidegger s collected works this book translates a lecture course he presented at the university of freiburg in

1931 heidegger s careful translation and his probing commentary on the first three chapters of book ix of

metaphysics show the close correlation between his phenomenological interpretation of the greeks especially of

aristotle and his critique of metaphysics additionally heidegger s confrontation with aristotle s greek text makes a

significant contribution to contemporary scholarship on aristotle particularly the understanding of potentiality in

aristotle s thought finally the book exemplifies heidegger s gift for teaching students how to read a philosophical

text and how to question that text in a philosophical way

Nature, History, State 1985 the most significant philosopher of being martin heidegger has nevertheless largely

been ignored within communications studies this book sets the record straight by demonstrating the profound

implications of his unique philosophical project for our understanding of today s mediascape the full range of

heidegger s writing from being and time to his later essays is drawn upon topics covered include an analysis of

heidegger s theory of language and its relevance to communications studies a critical interpretation of mass

media and digital culture that draws upon heidegger s key concept of dasein a discussion of mediated being and

its objectifying tendencies an assessment of heidegger s legacy for future developments in media theory clear

explanations and accessible commentary are used to guide the reader through the work of a thinker whose

notorious reputation belies the highly topical nature of his key insights in a world full of digital networks and new

social media but little critical insight heidegger and the mediashows how a true understanding of the media

requires familiarity with heidegger s unique brand of thinking

Logic and Ontology in Heidegger 1995-10-22 this scrupulously researched and rigorously argued book is the first

to interpret and evaluate the central topic of maritn heidegger s philosophy his celebrated question of being in

the context of the full range of heidegger s thought with this comprehensive approach herman philipse

distinguishes in unprecedented ways the center from the incidental in heidegger s philosophy phillopse begins by

explaining which problems an interpretation of heidegger s question of being should solve and he specifies which

type of interpretation is the best basis for an evaluation of heidegger s idea of being and shows

Aristotle's Metaphysics 1–3 2014-07-17 many people consider martin heidegger the most important german

philosopher of the twentieth century he is indisputably controversial and influential athough much has been

written about heidegger this may be the best single volume covering his life career and thought for all its breadth

and complexity heidegger s perspective is quite simple he is concerned with the meaning of being as disclosure

heidegger s life was almost as simple he was a german professor except for a brief but significant period in

which he supported the nazi regime while that departure from philosophy continues to haunt his name and work

one must question whether his thought from 1912 to 1976 should be measured by the yardstick of his politics

from may 1933 through february 1934 th is anthology addresses his complex but simple thought and his simple
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but complex life in a real sense sheehan claims there is no content to heidegger s topic and legacy only a

method but method must not be taken to mean a technique or procedure for philosophical thinking rather the

topic of heidegger s thought and his pursuit of that topic the what and the how are one and the same thing

heidegger writes alles ist weg everything is way and man s being is to be on the way in essential movement

heidegger argues in our essence we humans are the topic and the point is not to be led there so much as to

come to know what we already know and to become what we already are this brilliant collection confirms this

truism and is an excellent introduction to the work of this seminal thinker

Heidegger and the Media 1999 everything you need to know about being and time in one volume being and time

is one of the most important publications in phenomenology of the twentieth century which has had a direct

influence on not only many different philosophers but also artists writers and film makers this book appeals to

first time readers of heidegger and is free of technical jargon readers will be taken through being and time

section by section meaning it can be read alongside the text from publisher s description

Heidegger's Philosophy of Being 2017-07-12 this scrupulously researched and rigorously argued book is the first

to interpret and evaluate the central topic of martin heidegger s philosophy his celebrated question of being in

the context of the full range of heidegger s thought with this comprehensive approach herman philipse

distinguishes in unprecedented ways the center from the periphery the essential from the incidental in heidegger

s philosophy among other achievements this allows him to shed new light on the controversial relationship

between heidegger s life and thought in particular the connections between his philosophy and his involvement

with nazism philipse begins by explaining which problems an interpretation of heidegger s question of being

should solve and he specifies which type of interpretation is the best basis for an evaluation of heidegger s

thought he then identifies various strands or leitmotifs in heidegger s idea of being and shows how these strands

hang together in the philosopher s work in doing so philipse offers new insights into heidegger s views on such

subjects as human existence authenticity logic and language and into his readings of such philosophers as

aristotle kant hegel and nietzsche philipse then integrates into his interpretation of heidegger s overall theory the

latest scholarship about the philosopher s engagement with nazism finally philipse examines the fundamental

structures of heidegger s philosophy and assesses whether heidegger s views are true probable or possess

some other epistemic or existential value as the most thorough interpretation of heidegger s theory of being now

available this work represents a new phase in the vigorous debate about the philosopher s life and works

Heidegger 2008 this 2003 book offers an interpretation of heidegger s major work being and time unlike those

who view heidegger as an idealist taylor carman argues that heidegger is best understood as a realist amongst

the distinctive features of the book are an interpretation explicitly oriented within a kantian framework often taken

for granted in readings of heidegger and an analysis of dasein in relation to recent theories of intentionality

notably those of dennett and searle rigorous jargon free and deftly argued this book will be necessary reading for

all serious students of heidegger

Heidegger's Being and Time 2021-05-11 a new 2024 translation of heidegger s early work the time of the world
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image original german die zeit des weltbildes which is one of the 6 major essays of the work holzwege originally

published in 1914 this edition contains a new afterword by the translator a timeline of heidegger s life and works

a philosophic index of core heideggerian concepts and a guide for existentialist terminology across 19th and 20th

century existentialists this translation is designed for readability and accessibility to heidegger s enigmatic and

dense philosophy complex and specific philosophic terms are translated as literally as possible and academic

footnotes have been removed to ensure easy reading heidegger here explores worldviews focusing on life views

he focuses on the transformation in the way the world is understood and represented in modernity heidegger

examines the concept of the world picture which means more than a mere image of the world it means a world

that has been conceived and grasped as an image this transformation leads to a fundamental change in the

relationship between human beings and their world that underlies modern science technology and the

understanding of being itself heidegger also comments on the origins of nihilism although he provides no antidote

to the renunciation of all values the collection this paper comes from holzwege is second only to being and time

in fame here he levies some of his most perceptive commentary on hegel descartes nietzsche anaximander rilke

and hölderlin wood paths consists of a collection of essays that reflect on philosophical and existential questions

through the analysis of art poetry and history the original german title holzwege refers to the logging paths in

german forests which anyone who s hiked in germany knows are always dead ends hence this is sometimes

translated as dead ends or logging roads or off the beaten track or something along those lines as this is what

the title means the dead end trails of philosophy and the inherent obscurity of the pursuit of being heidegger

uses these essays to explore his ontological inquiries particularly the nature of being and the relationship

between human beings and the world around them

Heidegger's Philosophy of Being 2003-03-06 a reader s guide to one of the most influential and complex texts of

the twentieth century

Heidegger's Analytic 2006-01-01 the present work is the fourth volume of the twenty projected volumes of our

seminars of jacques derrida series edited by geoffrey bennington and peggy kamuf the work derives from an

early phase of derrida s teaching at the ecole normale superieur at ulm from 1964 5 in this course derrida

presents an almost surgically precise reading of heidegger s being and time based on the original german text

most of which had not yet been translated into french the course thus marks the very beginning of the study of

heidegger s work in french higher education it also heralds the analyses of heidegger s work that derrida would

go on to propose not only in the years immediately following but also others that come much later he frequently

returned in subsequent published works to one particular paragraph of sein und zeit 72 on thrownness so central

to this 1964 5 course and to another sustained exchange with heidegger whose central theme of inauthenticity is

clearly broached here one can also observe here how derrida s thinking is settling into place and is elaborating

its major operative concepts writing text and graft on the other hand the very term deconstruction explicitly

proposed as a translation of destruktion is several times put aside here in favor of other translations such as

solicitation and shaking up which will with a few exceptions not be retained in derrida s thinking it is only much
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later that derrida will lay claim to the word deconstruction and develop it in numerous ways the work is thus

essential for scholars of heidegger french philosophy and derrida himself

The Time of the World Image 2016-06-16 heidegger s major be ing historical treatise beiträge zur philosophie

vom ereignis opens up the full depth and final range of his experience of thinking it has a substantial bearing on

the understanding assessment and appropriation of his lifework not just on the interpretation of his later writings

the exploration of this unique work raises basic questions about the nature and task of thinking not simply about

heidegger s claims and insights thinking and be ing in heidegger s beiträge zur philosophie vom ereignis by

george kovacs is a questioning confrontation with the main issues at stake in heidegger s thought in contending

with heidegger s venture george kovacs clearly demonstrates that the re thinking of the entire question of being

of the ubiquitous and indispensable is is at the same time a re thinking of the way of thinking of thinking itself it

is a rediscovery of and an experience with language this comprehensive focused research contributes to the

reawakening of the sense of wonder and curiosity about being beings and human being s dwelling in the world

the primordial concern of heidegger s thought

Heidegger's 'Being and Time' 2015-10-30 christopher fynsk here offers a sustained critical reading of texts written

by martin heidegger in the period 1927 1947 his guiding concerns are heidegger s notions of human finitude and

difference which he first addresses through an analysis of the role played by mitsein in being and time this

analysis in turn affords a critical perspective on heidegger s own interpretive encounters with nietzsche and

hölderlin in a reading of heidegger s nietzsche fynsk points to a far more ambivalent interpretation than the one

commonly attributed to heidegger after further elaboration of the problematic of finitude in the context of

heidegger s writings of the 1930s on politics and art fynsk looks closely at heidegger s commentary on hölderlin

he calls into question heidegger s claims for the gathering and founding character of poetry and seeks to raise

some basic questions in respect to the nature of the text and the act of interpretation presenting a critical

confrontation with heidegger that places itself within what fynsk refers to as a contemporary thought of difference

this book should be of interest not only to all students of heidegger but also to anyone concerned with

contemporary literary theory or modern continental philosophy

Heidegger 2019-06-30 this book one of the most frequently cited works on martin heidegger in any language

belongs on any short list of classic studies of continental philosophy william j richardson explores the famous turn

kehre in heidegger s thought after being in time and demonstrates how this transformation was radical without

amounting to a simple contradiction of his earlier views in a full account of the evolution of heidegger s work as a

whole richardson provides a detailed systematic and illuminating account of both divergences and fundamental

continuities in heidegger s philosophy especially in light of recently published works he demonstrates that the

thinking of being for the later heidegger has exactly the same configuration as the radical phenomenology of the

early heidegger once he has passed through the turning of his way including as a preface the letter that

heidegger wrote to richardson and a new writer s preface and epilogue amazon com

Thinking and Be-ing in Heidegger’s Beiträge zur Philosophie (Vom Ereignis) 1963 one of the most significant
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philosophical works of the twentieth century contributions to philosophy is also one of the most difficult parvis

emad in this collection of interpretive and critical essays unravels and clarifies this challenging work with a rare

depth and originality in addition to grappling with other commentaries on heidegger he highlights heidegger s

being historical thinking as thinking that sheds new light on theological technological and scientific interpretations

of reality at the crux of emad s interpretation is his elucidation of the issue of the turning in heidegger s thought

and his enactment of heidegger s thinking he finds that only when heidegger s work is enacted is his thinking

truly revealed

Heidegger 2007-06-25 one of the most important philosophers of the twentieth century martin heidegger was

primarily concerned with the question of being however recent scholarship has tended to marginalize the

importance of the name of being in his thought through a focused reading of heidegger s texts and especially his

late and often overlooked four seminars 1966 1973 richard capobianco counters this trend by redirecting

attention to the centrality of the name of being in heidegger s lifetime of thought capobianco gives special

attention to heidegger s resonant terms ereignis and lichtung and reads them as saying and showing the very

same fundamental phenomenon named being itself written in a clear and approachable manner the essays in

engaging heidegger examine heidegger s thought in view of ancient greek medieval and eastern thinking and

they draw out the deeply humane character of his meditative thinking

Heidegger 2011-04-16 there is something absolute about the letters between you me the letter is a form of

communion of the soul spirit one that is faded yet unimpeded complete wrote martin heidegger to his fiancée

elfride petri shortly before their wedding in the course of a marriage that lasted almost sixty years martin and

elfride were often apart and the letter thus remained a vital means of communication right through to the final

years the letters he sent her are snapshots of the ups and downs the crises and everyday minutiae from

heidegger s life their engagement the building of the cabin at todtnauberg the part he played in the two world

wars the difficulties of his early professional career their financial problems his dealings with women and his

constant concern with expounding his ideas apart from three letters now in the hands of the german literature

archive in marbach elfride heidegger kept all of the countless letters and cards from her husband locked away in

a wooden chest after reading them one final time in 1977 she gave the key to this chest to her granddaughter

gertrud heidegger on condition that she should not open it until after elfride s death after years spent deciphering

transcribing and ordering the letters with the help of her father and her uncle gertrud heidegger has here made a

selection of them available to the public and added a commentary that provides relevant background material

this selection from the many letters written by martin heidegger to his wife provides an invaluable insight into

their life together their friendships and relationships and sheds fresh light on the ideas and beliefs of one of the

twentieth century s greatest philosophers

On the Way to Heidegger’s Contributions to Philosophy 2008-09-22 james bahoh proposes a new methodology

for explaining heidegger s philosophy diagenic analysis this approach solves a set of interpretive problems that

have stymied previous approaches to his difficult later work and led to substantial inconsistencies in the available
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scholarship using it bahoh reconstructs heidegger s concept of event in relation to his theories of history truth

difference ground and time space in these contexts bahoh argues that heidegger s logic of events entails a logic

of difference that is prior to and constitutive for the logic of identity essential to traditional metaphysics the logic

of events explains the generation of ontological structures grounding individuated finite domains that is it explains

the generation of the logic of worlds of beings

Engaging Heidegger 2019-11-01 heidegger s pragmatism deals with the relation between martin heidegger s early

analysis of intentionality and his eventual rejection of metaphysics arguing for the essentially pragmatic nature of

the early heidegger s discussion of understanding mark okrent shows that heidegger s subsequent critique of

metaphysics follows directly from his long held pragmatic understanding of intentionality heidegger s pragmatism

is written with a clarity that makes it accessible to analytic and continental philosophers alike its boldly original

conclusions will engage heidegger scholars literary theorists intellectual historians and a wide range of

philosophers

Letters to His Wife 2019-06-30 in this collection of early lectures the author of being and time defines and begins

to develop his unique approach to phenomenology this volume contains the first lectures martin heidegger

delivered at marburg in the winter semester of 1923 1924 in them he introduces the notion of phenomenology by

tracing it back to aristotle s treatments of phainomenon and logos this extensive commentary on aristotle is an

important addition to heidegger s ongoing interpretations which accompany his thinking during the period leading

up to being and time additionally these lectures develop critical differences between heidegger s phenomenology

and that of descartes and husserl and elaborate questions of facticity everydayness and flight from existence that

are central in his later work here heidegger dismantles the history of ontology and charts a new course for

phenomenology by defining and distinguishing his own methods

Heidegger's Ontology of Events 1983 in heidegger s being and time the author locates the main themes of

heidegger s seminal work within their historical context and in the process familiarizes the reader with the

terminology and background information relevant to understanding heidegger s text this study of what is arguably

the greatest philosophical text of the century takes the ontological view of heidegger s work here the author

presents a precise formulation of the genuine problem of the meaning of being an explanation of the fact that

being is for us problematic and should be so and a precise determination and articulation of the mode of being of

man using the hermeneutical and transcendental analytic of dasein contents i the preparatory fundamental

nalysis of dasein ii dasein and temporality bibliography index co published with the center for advanced research

in phenomenology

Heidegger's Pragmatism 2005-05-03 the author of discipline defining studies of human cognition and artificial

intelligence john haugeland was a charismatic highly original voice in the contemporary forum of anglo american

analytic philosophy at his death in 2010 he left behind an unfinished manuscript more than a decade in the

making intended as a summation of his life long engagement with one of the twentieth century s most influential

philosophical tracts heidegger s being and time 1927 dasein disclosed brings together in a single volume the
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writings of a man widely acknowledged as one of heidegger s preeminent and most provocative interpreters a

labyrinth of notoriously difficult ideas and terminology being and time has inspired copious commentary not

content merely to explain haugeland aspired to a sweeping reevaluation of heidegger s magnum opus and its

conception of human life as dasein a reevaluation focused on heidegger s effort to reawaken philosophically

dormant questions of what it means to be interpreting dasein unconventionally as the living of a living way of life

haugeland put involvement in a shared world rather than individual persons or their experience at the heart of

heidegger s phenomenology of understanding and truth individuality haugeland insists emerges in the call to take

responsibility for a collective way of being in the world he traces this thought to heidegger s radical conclusion

that one does not truly understand philosophical concepts unless that understanding changes how one lives as

illuminating as it is iconoclastic dasein disclosed is not just haugeland s heidegger it is a major contribution to

philosophy in its own right

The Key Ideas of Martin Heidegger's Treatise Being and Time 1989 this major new study of heidegger is the first

to examine in detail the concept of existential truth that heidegger developed in the 1920s daniel dahlstrom offers

a critical focus on the genesis nature and viability of heidegger s radical reconceptualization the book has several

distinctive and innovative features first it is the only study that attempts to understand the logical dimension of

heidegger s thought in its historical context second no other book length treatment explores the breadth and

depth of heidegger s confrontation with husserl his erstwhile mentor third the book demonstrates that heidegger s

deconstruction of western thinking occurs on three interconnected fronts truth being and time

Introduction to Phenomenological Research 2013-03-15 translated from the dutch this book offers a systematic

interpretation of heidegger s thought focusing particularly on recently published works

Heidegger's "Being and Time" 2001 addressing heidegger s continuing centrality to continental thought markus

weidler argues that heidegger s prickly charm is best explained in terms of his great ingenuity crafting a novel

genre of writing which promises to harness the revelatory power of artworks for the purpose of philosophical

inquiry in doing so heidegger challenges the reader with a provocative form of artisan thinking which for weidler

is central to understanding the significance of heidegger s work overall in vorträge und aufsätze public lectures

and essays heidegger declares once it has become anthropology philosophy perishes from metaphysics remarks

critical of philosophical anthropology are scattered throughout his writings but so far commentators have not

connected these tantalizing statements in any systematic way this book deals with his hostility by addressing

what we are to make of heidegger s frequent but elusive dismissals of philosophical anthropology as a field of

study this examination of heidegger s complex relation to philosophical anthropology traces how pioneering

thinkers like schelling and schiller paved the way not only for heidegger but also for some of his potential

competitors most notably max scheler and georg simmel weidler argues that confronting the puzzle over

heidegger s peculiar relation to philosophical anthropology is also one of the keys to explaining his popularity as

a philosopher which has endured despite revelations of his various personal and political failings

Dasein Disclosed 2000-03-09 this second edition of historical dictionary of heidegger s philosophy examines the
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development of martin heidegger s thought in all its nuances and facets it also casts light on the historical

influences that shaped the thinker himself and his era this is done through a chronology an introductory essay

and a bibliography that includes key books on heidegger in several languages including german french italian

and english the appendixes offer a comprehensive list of all of heidegger s writings and lectures courses along

with their corresponding english translations and the dictionary offers more than 600 cross referenced entries on

concepts people works and technical terms this resource is invaluable for students and scholars book jacket

Heidegger's Concept of Truth 2019-01-24 heidegger s being and time critical essays provides a variety of recent

studies of heidegger s most important work twelve prominent scholars representing diverse nationalities

generations and interpretive approaches deal with general methodological and ontological questions particular

issues in heidegger s text and the relation between being and time and heidegger s later thought all of the

essays presented in this volume were never before available in an english language anthology two of the essays

have never before been published in any language dreyfus and guignon three of the essays have never been

published in english before grondin kisiel and thomä and two of the essays provide previews of works in

progress by major scholars dreyfus and kisiel

Thinking in the Light of Time 1976 heidegger in question is a collection of robert bernasconi s most important

papers on heidegger since the publication of his book the question of language in heidegger s history of being

humanities press 1985 drawing often on new materials only recently made available bernasconi explores in the

context of heidegger s thought a number of questions of far reaching concern what is the role of literary

examples within philosophy is art dead what is the relation of art to nature is there a place for the idea of a

people in art and literary theory and in philosophy is the history of philosophy to be written as a narrative what is

the status of ethics within philosophy what place does philosophy give to praxis what is the place today of the

belief in the nobility of the philosophical life what is the relation of politics to thought reflecting a dominant

concern of recent heidegger scholarship the focal point of a number of the essays is the relation of heidegger s

own politics to his thought in addition to this examination of what appears to compromise heidegger s philosophy

bernasconi also explores its relation to the further possibilities which that thought has opened in the writings of

arendt gadamer levinas and derrida heidegger in question poses questions to a thinking that continues to

challenge its readership even when it seems most questionable
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